ADDITIONAL FEATURES
NOT YOUR AVERAGE ACCOUNTING SOLUTION

WHAT MORE CAN GRAVITY SOFTWARE DO FOR YOU?

Not every accounting software offers the capacity for organizing your business processes in the way that makes the most sense for you. Less-capable tools make you work within a simple flat structure instead of letting you customize features to fit your needs.

Gravity Software’s™ wide range of features and functionality allows users to easily navigate from back office financials to front office sales, service, and marketing. More than just accounting, Gravity provides you with the necessary tools and processes to help your business grow.

Additional Features

Value Added Tax (VAT) Calculations
- Track tax on the value of the product, less any of the costs of materials used in the product that have already been taxed

Segmented Chart of Accounts
- Model Financial Reporting with GL Segments (Office/Profit Center)
- Define number, size and type of segmentation to meet your needs
- Use Dimensions for additional tagging on transactions for reporting

Microsoft Flow
- Move your company’s data from one place to another without the hassle and cost of a developer

Revenue Recognition
- Enables companies to appropriately recognize revenue and expenses in the period they are earned
- Gravity creates deferral schedules automatically based on recognition templates

Ready to take the next steps?
Simplify your team’s productivity and provide your business with the platform needed to grow. Contact us today to schedule a demo!

844.464.7284
info@gogravity.com